This note presents nearly-best rational approximations ftir the functions erf (i) and erfc (x), with maximal relative errors ranging down to between 6 X 10-19 and 3 X 10-20.
for small x because of subtraction error, but they do not provide any alternative. Hastings' [2] approximations for erf (x) are no better, since they explicitly use the constant 1 as an additive term and are chosen to nearly minimize the maximum absolute error rather than the relative error. Clenshaw's [3] Chebyshev series expansions for erf Ox)/x come close to minimizing relative error, but his approximations are somewhat inefficient because of his choice of interval and his restriction to polynomials.
For a computer subroutine with entries for both erf (x) and erfc (x), cancellation error can be avoided by evaluating erf (.r) directly and erfc (x) indirectly (as 1 -erf (x)) when erf (x) is smaller in magnitude than erfc (x), and erf (x) indirectly and erfc (a;) directly, otherwise. The changeover point occurs for |j;| ~ .47.
In this note we present nearly-best rational approximations for the functions erf (.)•) and erfc (x) with maximal relative errors ranging dowm to between 6 X 10-19 and 3 X 10~2". The approximation forms and intervals used are erf (x) ~ xRim0x) , \x\ g .5 , erfc ix) ~ e~x*RiAx) , .46875 ^ x g 4.0 , ; + ~ RiAl/x2) ¡ Art where the Rim(z) are rational functions of degree / in the numerator and to in the denominator.
The relations erf ( -x) = -erf (.r) and erfc ( -.r) = 2 -erfc (x) can be used to evaluate the functions for negative arguments. f(x) = erf(x), |x| < .5 7** «.»»A**************************************** ************ m^8 ** »>!» ******************* » ***************** ***************** 1338 1751 1932 *********************************************************** f (x) = erfc(x) » .46875 <x<4.0 ************************************************* ** ******** 0 1532 1613* 1775 1859* ******************************************************* f(x) = erfc(x), x > 4.0 .*.********#*****#*#*************#***********#********** a****************************************************** Coefficients for these approximations only are given in Tables II-IV. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use OOO  OOOO  OOOOO  OOOOOO  4i  4i I  II  II  II  III   41 41 -w _ «-V www -.».,». w w. w **«««» w w * * * * * * Table I presents the initial segments of the Lx Walsh arrays while Tables II, III , and IV present selected approximations. All approximations were generated using a standard version of the Remes algorithm [4] on a CDC 3600. The master function routines used continued-fraction expansions described in [1] and were verified to be accurate to at least 22S. Finally, the accuracy of the approximations as presented here was verified by comparison against the master routines using 5000 pseudorandom arguments.
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